
A SOUND GROUND IN SECONDS 
If you’re a professional installer,  
SunModo’s got your rack!

SunModo, the company that took  
the solar racking industry by storm 
with EZ Roof Mounts and EZ SunBeam 
flat roof systems, proudly introduces 
its latest innovation:

A fuss-free, affordable Self-Grounding 
System unlike anything on the market 
today. Our secret: Built-in grounding 
pins in easy-to-use components for 
any panel and rail configuration.

We’ll have you off the roof so fast  
you’ll hit the ground running to your 
next installation.

LIGHTENING  HAPPENS

NEXT GENERATION
SELF-GROUNDING SYSTEM



Self-Grounding Pins 
Each product in our new system  
features self-grounding pins that pierce  
rail coatings to form a reliable, durable 
grounding connection as part of the  
natural installation process.

Self-Grounding  
Rail Splices 
Our splices with built-in grounding pins 
deliver a stronger rack and a solid bond 
between rails.

Self-Grounding Lug 
Our lug features self-grounding to  
the rail, ensuring proper grounding  
of the PV system.

Self-Grounding  
Portrait Mid Clamps  
Our self-grounding mid clamps have 
our own innovative “T” bolt locking 
assembly that makes positioning  
and torquing a breeze.

Self-Grounding  
Landscape Mid Clamps  
Our system conveniently handles  
landscape configuration to  
minimize roof time and parts  
required.

Self-Grounding  
Landscape End Clamps  
Our system easily converts  
standard rails to shared rails  
to allow landscape mounting  
of PV panels on E-W rails.

Professional solar installation just became easier and more secure. SunModo’s self-grounding product line 
simplifies your solar installations with a complete line of solar mounting products.
We took feedback from professional installers to create a new standard in self-grounding that meets NEC 
690.47 and UL 2703. Here’s how it works:

The Newest Industry Standard is Here!
ABOUT SUNMODOSUNMODO’S SELF-GROUNDING SYSTEM
We want to be the professional installer’s 
first and only call for solar racking solu-
tions, one hassle-free installation at a time.  
As a private and thriving U.S. company, 
SunModo spends every day finding ways 
to secure solar investments through high 
quality, low cost, always reliable racking 
systems. Not surprisingly, our team already 
has racked up 14 patents and more are on 
the way.

Try our new self-grounding system or any 
of our flat, pitched or ground mount racking 
systems. Once you do, we’ll be forever 
attached!
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